YW YUWISS T04 Bluetooth 5.0 True Wireless Earbuds with Charging
Case Cordless in Ear Headphones IPX6 Waterproof with Noise
Cancelling Mic for Apple iPhone Android Samsung (Black)
Review-2021

PREMIUM HI FI STEREO SOUND QUALITY: Latest dynamic speakers equipped providing deep
powerful bass and balanced audio clarity brings you a immersive performance with plenty of detail
and composure. Built-in dual microphones features CVC 6.0 intelligent noise cancelling,
whichblocks out most of surrounding noises during sports, running, jogging and reading etc.
LOW LATENCY SYNC & TOUCH-SENSITIVE PADS: Quick pair as soon as you take out the
earbuds from charging case. Adopting Bluetooth 5.0 Technology, stay connected to your device up
to 33 feet away without interruption. Touch-sensitive pads on each earpiece which can be
customized to control music playback, trace skip, volume control answer/hangup/reject.
SUPER COMFORTABLE FITTING: 0.14 ounce weight and additional 2 more sizes eartips bring
less pressure to your ear canal. Ergonomically calibrated in ear design creates a perfect fit to ensure
the earbuds stay in place no matter running, biking, working out, exercising at the gym or during
almost any sports.
CHARGING CASE & LONG PLAYTIME: The T04 Wireless earbuds get up to 4-5 hours of battery
before needing to be recharged. The included charging case nets you an additional 25 hours of
battery life. The case utilizes Micro-USB for wired charging, which only take 1 hour to be full. It'll be
relatively easy to find a charger to juice them back up.
Hesitate-Free Purchasing Experience: 365 days service + under 12 hours email reply + 90 days
exchange policy + 30 days refund promise=A perfect purchasing experience. Please go and buy this
Bluetooth earbuds no matter you need it for car driving, music listening, business trip etc.YW
YUWISS T04 BLUETOOTH 5.0 TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS
Specifications of T04A
Bluetooth V5.0
HD Sound Quality
Noise Reduction CVC 6.0
Voice Assistant Active
Extended Charging Case
Light off after Paired
Voice Prompt
Up to 33 Feet Range
YW YUWISS S Bluetooth headset is deal to enjoy your favorite music without limit.
Long battery life plus extended charging case.
5 times rechargeable charging case * 5 hours per charge super long play time.Up to 25 hours talking
time.
Super comfortable for long period time wearing
They are designed as compact, lightweight to accompany the owner throughout the day3 different
sizes ear tips brings less pressure to your ear canalErgonomic in ear shape holds in place even
during active movements.
Newest Bluetooth Technology
Newest Bluetooth V5.0 Technology enhanced these earbuds wireless headphones stable and fast
pairing, which enable this wireless earbuds automatically connect with your smart phone at second
use.
Face to Face Talking
Adopting CVC 6.0 Noise-cancelling microphone, these Bluetooth earbuds prevents you from
background noise, and have a clear conversation with your friends and families.
Secure and Comfortable Fit
Less than 5mm diameter eartips brings less pressure to your ear canal, ergonomic in ear shape
helps them stay in your ears for whole day wearing.
Ultra-Easy Operation
Advanced button design, these wireless earbuds with mic supports answer/hangup/reject, volume
control, song skipping, â€œSiriâ€• and other voice assistants summoning by one touch control.
Good for Sleeping

These android earbuds wireless will stop blinking after paired, which ensure the lights wonâ€™t
bother you. Ultra-compact ergonomic design insulate from outside noises, with secure-fit design, so
users can move around in bed and switch sides in comfort.
High Compatibility
Highly compatible with Apple iPhone series, MacBook series, Samsung Galaxy series and Android
smart phone, tablet and computer. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021,
buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

